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PROJECT TAKATU - RUNWAY SHOULDER EXPANSION
AECOM for Christchurch International Airport
Project Location: Christchurch

Takatu is Maori for “to prepare”, making it an apt name for a project focused on 
preparing for A380 operations at Christchurch International Airport. Christchurch 
International Airport Limited (CIAL) had identified a need for maintenance works 
on the existing concrete shoulders of the main runway, but rather than simply 
commissioning remediation works, CIAL took the opportunity to prepare for future 
Code F operations, and elected to add 7.5 metres to each shoulder and replace the 
concrete with asphalt pavement. 

When CIAL were assembling the team, AECOM were the appointed technical advisors 
for CIAL’s annual pavement maintenance works, and were the natural choice for design 
lead. A competitive tender process was undertaken for contracting on the project, 
with Downer NZ appointed to the head contractor role, with support from local civil 
contractor Isaac Construction. Prior to undertaking any planning, however, AECOM 
and CIAL consulted with various airlines to discuss requirements and develop a 
contingency matrix in order to cover an expansive range of possible scenarios. 

The project’s staging involved extensive planning, owing to the airport’s continued 
operations while the works were being undertaken. As the South Island’s major airport, 
and the only airport in New Zealand other than Auckland Airport capable of supporting 
diverted Code F aircraft, there are circumstances in which runway capabilities must 
be available at very short notice – whether for emergency medical flights or diversions 
from Auckland. 

The end result of Project Takatu is a newly capable Christchurch Airport that will move 
confidently into the future capable of accommodating all Code F aircraft – meaning 
that it can continue to proudly call itself the gateway to the south and cement itself as a 
world-leading airport.

1 Runway shoulder expansion will be good for International travel.   2 Runway map.   3 Night work, the best time for runway construction.
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